Free Betting System 9
This system is based on Handicaps and will find good priced each way, win or straight forecast bets
with a REAL chance.
In general, a handicap favours horses at the higher end of the weights, as these horses are better
rated and often dropped in class for today’s race.
Those at the bottom of the handicap are either regressing in form or have been upped in class and
need to improve again in today’s class.
What we are looking for with this system is those horses that are slap bang in the middle of the
weights and are neither improving or regressing in form.
Firstly, take the weight the horse at the top of the handicap is carrying in pounds and also the weight
the horse at the bottom of the handicap is carrying in pounds. Add these together, divide by 2, then
divide by 14 for pounds in a stone.
There are 14 pounds in a stone.
Example:
Top weight carries 9 stone (9.0). 9 x 14 = 126
Bottom weight carries 8 stone 2 pounds (8.2). 8 x 14 +2 = 114
Added together you get 240 and divided by 2 you get 120. Divide this by 14 to get 8.57 or 8 stone 6
pounds.
So when you have your final number of 8 stone 7 pounds and there is one horse or more carrying 8
stone 6 pounds, then draw a line on the race card below the lowest horse carrying 8.6.
You then take the horse above and below this line as your two for the race.
More than one horse selection rules.
If there is more than one horse carrying the same weight as one above and below your line, then the
suggestion is to take the horses that have firstly dropped in class since the last race, if none then
those that are running in the same class as the last race and if still all the same, the horses with the
lowest forecast price.
Example 1. Final number is 8.6
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Here you would be looking at the two horses carrying 8.6 and the one carrying 8.4 and from these
find the two you wish to bet on going by the second set of rules.
Example 2. Final number is 8.6
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Here you already have your two horses. The one carrying 8.6 and the one carrying 8.4.
If you want to just bet on one then use the second set of rules.
Betting
You can either bet on just one to win, bet on both to win, bet on one or both each way or bet the
two in a reverse forecast for them to finish first and second in any order which is two bets in total,
like an each way bet.
You are probably better using handicap races with 12 or more runners but this is up to you.

